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overdue yearly drawworks NDT inspection was excessive whilst the subsea department
has significant overdue critical maintenance, some by as much as one year.
The maintenance system is maintained on the rig server and regularly backed up by way
of automatic replication. It is planned to renew the rig server in the near future, this will
obviously require Empac to be shut down for a few days.
Maintenance procedures \¡/ere generally considered fit for purpose and rig specifìc
although some deficiencies were identified. Despite some improvements regarding
completion of maintenance notes significant improvement for many disciplines is still
required. All too frequently maintenance history notes do not indicate the extent of the
work performed or record readings requested in the maintenance procedure and as such

they are all to frequently inconclusive.
Although raised during previous audits there is still a tendency to close out maintenance
routines even though not all tasks or sometimes no tasks have been completed. Ongoing
operations are sometimes quoted as the reason for this but in most cases it comes down to
not completing all maintenance procedure tasks. Critical checks and inspections are
consequently being missed.

Whilst planned maintenance is carried out on the operational and safety critical
equipment, other equipment such as the electrical AC motors receive only minimal
running maintenance and are generally left to run to failure.
Based on overdue subsea maintenance and planned rig projects for 2008 long term
maintenance planning is one arcathat would benefit the operation. Maintenance look
ahead is only currently for the coming week but sometimes stretched to one month in
advance preceding a rig move or operator six hour maintenance window. This ideally
needs to be expanded to cover the next six months of operations so that maintenance can
be included in the wells programme and relevant parts can be ordered on time. With
proper maintenance planning and application of Empac there should be no requirement to
close out maintenance routines without fìrst performing all tasks. Although this was
recommended during the marine assurance audit, May 2007, the recommendation was
rejected and is considered short sighted.
The system to handle safety alerts and technical bulletins is managed and initiated by
Transocean from Houston, who raise corporate work orders, and works effectively on the

Horizon.

Oil analysis results have indicated various degrees of contamination and water ingress in
crane winches, thruster gearboxes, drawworks hydraulics and the main FIPU. While oils
have generally been changed or flrltering has been increased vigilance should be exercised
during review of oil analysis results to ensure common trends, that may indicate
component failure or deterioration, are identified prior to equipment failure.
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